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As investors focus more each day on
environmental, social and governance
(ESG) considerations, one risk that
should increasingly come into focus
is the rise in sea levels globally. There
is no longer much of a debate around
“if” sea levels are rising—they are—
they’ve risen by eight inches globally

since 1880, and faster since 1900
than in any preceding century for
at least 3000 years 1 . The evidence
suggests that this pace is accelerating
materially, with some areas along the
U.S. east coast and Gulf of Mexico
seeing 8-inch rises in the last 50
years alone 2 .

1. IPCC “Climate Change 2021”: https://www.ipcc.ch/report/ar6/wg1/downloads/report/IPCC_AR6_WGI_SPM.pdf
2. Lindsey, Rebecca. “Climate change: global sea level.” ClimateWatch Magazine (2019).
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Today, the debate has moved from “if” to “how fast” sea levels will rise from here.
This is a function of a variety of interrelated factors that include greenhouse gas
emissions, global temperature rises, and the rate of melting ice. The National
Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) has summarized the debate by
publishing a 100-year forecast incorporating the latest science. They forecast a 1-foot
global sea level rise by 2100 at the “low” level, and a ~6-foot rise at the “high” level.

Change in Sea Level (Meter/Feet)

FIGURE 1: Possible

Future Sea Levels for Different Greenhouse Gas Pathways
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SOURCE: NOAA and Climate.gov. From Climate.gov: Observed sea level from tide gauges (dark
blue) and satellites (dark green) from 1800–2015, with future sea level through 2100 under six
possible future scenarios (colored lines). The scenarios differ based on potential future rates of
greenhouse gas emissions and differences in the plausible rates of glacier and ice sheet loss.

Assessing The Risks
From a real estate investor’s point of view, assessing the risk of such potentially
dramatic changes can be a challenge, but steps can be taken to begin to quantify
exposure and to mitigate risks. The risks to real estate assets range from periodic
flooding to chronic inundation, which not only damage property but limit tenants’
ability to conduct business.
At a high level, we know that eight of the world’s ten largest cities are in or near coastal
areas—suggesting that the economic activity potentially at risk cannot be understated.
In the U.S., almost 40% of the population is clustered in high-density coastal areas,
which are prone to flooding, shoreline erosion, and hazards from storms.
Indeed, a recent NASA study indicates a rise of two feet above today’s sea level
would put more than $1 trillion of property and structures in the U.S. at risk of
inundation, with roughly half of that exposure concentrated in Florida.3
Other coastal states with large areas of low-lying land, including California,
Louisiana, North Carolina, and South Carolina also look particularly vulnerable to
rising seas and coastal storm surges.
3. Underwater: Rising Seas, Chronic Floods, and the Implications for US Coastal Real Estate (2018),
Union of Concerned Scientists (ucsusa.org)
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Time For Action
Negative impacts to communities in these regions are almost certainly on the horizon, but there
is hope. With some foresight and planning, it should be possible to reduce future losses through
strategies that include mitigation and diversification.
That said, time is of the essence when it comes to getting ahead of such risks. While one might
expect the impact from sea level rise to be gradual, experience suggests this not to be the case. More
likely, the effects of sea level rise will be subject to “tipping points” triggered by such events as major
storm surges from hurricanes, and the inundation of—or damage to—key infrastructure such as ports,
highways, bridges, and treatment plants.
Some jurisdictions are better suited than others to respond. In Manhattan, for example, the protected nature
of the island, the intense urbanization, and the value of the real estate make the consideration of sea walls
and mitigation efforts reasonable4. For cities like Miami, however, there is no such clear solution; and in
smaller communities, the available solutions may not prove cost effective even when feasible. Additionally,
much uncertainty exists around who would pay for such solutions, and in all likelihood, it would take years
of political negotiations to structure tax plans and insurance policies to effectively protect at-risk properties.
Managed retreat is an equally complex political problem, where consensus is nearly impossible.

Making A Plan
With the dollar value of the potential risk so high, analyses of sea level risks are likely to strongly influence
investment strategies with exposure to coastal areas in the coming decades. Tactically, there are actions
that can be taken today to begin to quantify and mitigate such risks. These include:
•

Advanced modeling—Through the use of increasingly sophisticated technology, property owners and
investors can gain a better understanding of which buildings and market areas are most vulnerable.

•

Monitoring accumulation—By leveraging the output of the models, property owners can hone in
on where to most closely monitor accumulation.

•

Pre-acquisition sea-level rise protocols—Bolstering and strictly adhering to multi-step, preacquisition sea-level risk analyses for properties in vulnerable areas should better inform pricing
and acquisition decisions.

•

Building above code requirements—It is far cheaper to build to higher standards than to
mitigate flood risk.

•

Prudent asset management—Judicious capital investment, suitable insurance programs, and
informed emergency response plans to protect existing portfolio assets are crucial to helping
tenants continue business without interruption through flooding events.

•

Pushing for solutions—This can include everything from analyzing the cost and feasibility of
solutions like seawalls to advocating for revised zoning regulations.

•

Reducing exposure in high-risk markets—Properties in areas where tourism and recreation
become less attractive, and other business activities become more cumbersome and expensive
due to increased flooding risks will likely represent less attractive investments over time, and
therefore, will be strong candidates for divestment.

4. https://www.nytimes.com/2020/01/17/nyregion/sea-wall-nyc.html
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Putting The Plan Into Action
The Barings Real Estate team has conducted sea level risk analyses and mitigation
plans for large (multi-billion dollar) real estate portfolios with broad exposure to
coastal regions across hundreds of individual debt and equity investments.
To help understand how such analyses and mitigation plans are structured, it is
worth a closer look at the process that is undertaken.
The first step in assessing such risks is a three-part analysis that is conducted at the
portfolio level:
•

Level 1—A site-level estimate of depth of flooding based on NOAA’s global sea
level rise scenarios.

•

Level 2—An analysis of the probabilistic exposure to sea level rise over time
including low, moderate, and high estimates of sea level rise scenarios for 2030,
2040, 2050, 2060 and 2070.

•

Level 3—A community-level risk assessment and accumulation estimate based
on the tracking of at-risk markets for events and changes that may impact the
entire market as opposed to a single asset.

As a result of this analysis, it is possible to quantify the number of properties within
the portfolio that are exposed to inundation risk based on the NOAA’s low, medium,
and high level scenarios. Of course, the dollar portfolio value that is actually
exposed to such risk varies dramatically as scenarios change.
In the hypothetical example in FIGURE 2, for instance, a one-foot rise from current
sea levels resulted in minimal property value exposure, but that exposure rose to
~13% of the portfolio under the six-foot rise scenario.
FIGURE 2: Percentage

of Hypothetical Portfolio Value at Risk
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SOURCE: Barings. Illustrative example only.
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Looking at it another way, and taking into account NOAA’s various scenarios over
multiple decades, the next step is to hone in on approximately when the risks begin
to increase for the portfolio as shown in FIGURE 3.
FIGURE 3: Assessing

the % of Portfolio Value Exposed to Sea Level Rise Over Time
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SOURCE: Barings. Illustrative example only.

Finally, a property-level assessment is conducted for any asset considered “at risk”
to provide more detail around which scenarios pose the greatest risks. This analysis
takes into account not only the impact of global sea level rises, but also nuisance
flooding, which is typically not deadly or dangerous but can still have material
impacts on a property values, if for instance, a nearby bridge or road being inundated
makes the property inaccessible. A sample visual of this analysis is show in FIGURE 4:
FIGURE 4: Property-Level

Analysis of Flooding Risk (Illustrative Example)
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“As real estate investment managers field increasingly detailed
questions and grapple with increasingly stringent ESG-related
requirements from their clients, being able to quantify and measure
exposure to risks like sea level rise will be critical.”

In addition to quantifying and creating a more holistic understanding of the climate-related risks to the
portfolio, this analysis also helps to inform an asset and portfolio management action plan that can be
implemented immediately to begin to mitigate risks. Such actions include the likes of:
•

Deployment strategies for temporary flood barriers (e.g., “Aqua Fence”)

•

Relocating electrical equipment to higher elevations

•

Building above code requirements

•

Working with professional organizations and political institutions to effect change

•

Reducing financial exposure to high-risk real estate markets

These actions not only have short-term benefits for specific properties, but they also can result in other
positive downstream impacts like enhancing competitive positioning of properties among their peer
set, diversifying portfolios, reducing insurance premiums, and most importantly, driving long-term value
for investors. An important lesson is that although a given building may not be at immediate risk, the
economic health of the entire community may be at risk, and thus, the commercial value of buildings is
very likely to be impacted.

Conclusion
The type of analysis shown here will only get more sophisticated, and by necessity, more common. As real
estate investment managers field increasingly detailed questions and grapple with increasingly stringent
ESG-related requirements from their clients, being able to quantify and measure exposure to risks like sea
level rise will be critical. And while the scope of this article has been on this one risk, the same can be said
for other critical areas like measuring and tracking the energy efficiency and carbon intensity of properties
as well as creating pathways for these real estate assets to reach net zero carbon by 2050.
Ultimately, the ability for managers to meet these increasingly sophisticated investment requirements
will come down to the quality of their systems. The time to invest heavily in technologies and
systems—to measure, store and analyze environmental metrics that can help to assess, and ultimately
mitigate such risks—is now.
Barings Real Estate intentionally employs in-house engineers and insurance professionals, and further
partners with specialty third-party consultants, to ensure appropriate attention to climate risk analysis.
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Barings is a $382+ billion* global investment manager sourcing differentiated opportunities and building
long-term portfolios across public and private fixed income, real estate and specialist equity markets. With investment
professionals based in North America, Europe and Asia Pacific, the firm, a subsidiary of MassMutual, aims to serve
its clients, communities and employees, and is committed to sustainable practices and responsible investment.

IMPORTANT INFORMATION
Any forecasts in this document are based upon Barings opinion of the market at the date of preparation and are
subject to change without notice, dependent upon many factors. Any prediction, projection or forecast is not
necessarily indicative of the future or likely performance. Investment involves risk. The value of any investments
and any income generated may go down as well as up and is not guaranteed by Barings or any other person.
PAST PERFORMANCE IS NOT NECESSARILY INDICATIVE OF FUTURE RESULTS. Any investment results, portfolio
compositions and or examples set forth in this document are provided for illustrative purposes only and are not
indicative of any future investment results, future portfolio composition or investments. The composition, size of,
and risks associated with an investment may differ substantially from any examples set forth in this document. No
representation is made that an investment will be profitable or will not incur losses. Where appropriate, changes
in the currency exchange rates may affect the value of investments. Prospective investors should read the offering
documents, if applicable, for the details and specific risk factors of any Fund/Strategy discussed in this document.
Barings is the brand name for the worldwide asset management and associated businesses of Barings LLC and its
global affiliates. Barings Securities LLC, Barings (U.K.) Limited, Barings Global Advisers Limited, Barings Australia Pty
Ltd, Barings Japan Limited, Baring Asset Management Limited, Baring International Investment Limited, Baring Fund
Managers Limited, Baring International Fund Managers (Ireland) Limited, Baring Asset Management (Asia) Limited,
Baring SICE (Taiwan) Limited, Baring Asset Management Switzerland Sarl, and Baring Asset Management Korea
Limited each are affiliated financial service companies owned by Barings LLC (each, individually, an “Affiliate”). Some
Affiliates may act as an introducer or distributor of the products and services of some others and may be paid a fee
for doing so.
NO OFFER: The document is for informational purposes only and is not an offer or solicitation for the purchase
or sale of any financial instrument or service in any jurisdiction. The material herein was prepared without any
consideration of the investment objectives, financial situation or particular needs of anyone who may receive it.
This document is not, and must not be treated as, investment advice, an investment recommendation, investment
research, or a recommendation about the suitability or appropriateness of any security, commodity, investment, or
particular investment strategy, and must not be construed as a projection or prediction.
Unless otherwise mentioned, the views contained in this document are those of Barings. These views are made
in good faith in relation to the facts known at the time of preparation and are subject to change without notice.
Individual portfolio management teams may hold different views than the views expressed herein and may make
different investment decisions for different clients. Parts of this document may be based on information received
from sources we believe to be reliable. Although every effort is taken to ensure that the information contained in
this document is accurate, Barings makes no representation or warranty, express or implied, regarding the accuracy,
completeness or adequacy of the information.
Any service, security, investment or product outlined in this document may not be suitable for a prospective
investor or available in their jurisdiction.
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